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Introduction

In the recent study of real analytic varieties, one of the main pro-
blems is to decompose a given variety into some reasonable subsets. H.
Whitney proved that a real algebraic variety can be expressed as a
union of mutually disjoint manifolds of various dimensions [6], while A.
H. Wallace decomposed it into sheets (analytically connected sets) [4].
Later, Whitney and F. Bruhat extended Whitney's result to the case of
so-called C-analytic varieties [7], and Wallace also generalized his result
to real analytic varieties in somewhat milder form [5]. In these studies,
local connectivity of real analytic varieties (see, for example, [7], Prop.
2) plays a fundamental role.

In our present paper, we first prove that a real analytic variety E
is locally triangulable with given subvarieties as subcomplexes (Theorem
1), from which local connectivity follows immediately, and as a conse-
quence of this Theorem, we show that a real algebraic variety is globally
triangulable into a finite number of simplexes (Theorem 2). Next, in a
global vein, we show that a real analytic variety admits, what we call,
pseudo-cell docomposition (Corollary to Theorem 3).

When we carry out the proof by induction, the main difficulty lies
in the fact that a (local) projection of E on a subspace (with respect to
a coordinate system) is not necessarily a variety, even though a coordinate
system is ^-proper (see § 1) for the (local) complexification E* of E. The
most part of our proof is devoted to eliminate this difficulty. The idea
of our proof is to get a (local) triangulation of £ as a subcomplex of a
bigger complex G which has a more convenient form than E itself. To
do so, we first construct two imbedding varieties E* and έ* which locally
contain E in such a way that E* contains the real part of E* (Lemma
1). Next we introduce the notions of ^-proper simplex and ^-proper
complex (§ 4 and § 5) and show that the triangulation of ^-proper complex
can be extended to the whole neighborhood (Lemma 3). Taking the real
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part of E*y we obtain a desired ^-proper complex G for E. Lemma 3
and the property of j?* along with existence of proper coordinate system
(Lemma 2) for a family of varieties which appear in the course of the
induction enable us to complete the induction, where E is automatically
triangulated as a subcomplex of G with given subvarieities of E as sub-
complexes.

The finite global triangulation of a real algebraic variety A reduces
to the above case by considering the local triangulation of the associated
projective variety A0 at the center of the projection. Here we again see
the finiteness property of algebraic varieties which distinguishes them
from general analytic varieties (cf., [6], Theorem 3, 4 and 5, and [4],
Theorem 15).

After defining cell and pseudo-cell decompositions (§ 8), we observe
that in the same way as we get local triangulation of E, we can obtain
(local) cell decomposition of E such that each cell is determined by real
analytic varieties (Lemma 4). We then consider some family of real analytic
varieties which we call scattered family of varieties (§9) and show that
it admits pseudo-cell decomposition (Theorem 3). In this proof by induc-
tion, Lemma 4 plays a substantial role, namely, the fact that each cell in
the (local) cell docomposition is determined by real analytic varieties
makes it possible to carry out the proof by induction. As a special case
of Theorem 3, we see that a real analytic variety in Rn has a pseudo-
cell decomposition (Corollary to Theorem 3).

The present writer wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor
Andrew H. Wallace for his constant encouragement and valuable sugges-
tions during the preparation of this paper. Expecially the projective
method used in § 7 is due to him.

1. Preliminaries^

Let M be a real analytic manifold of dimension n and let M* be a
complexification (see, for example, [7], Prop. 1) of M. A coordinate
system φ* = (zly •••, zn) in a neighborhood £/* (in M*) of a point a of M
is called real if every coordinate function Zj(b) ( l < i < » ) takes on real
values if and only if b belongs to U= U* r\ M. Then U is a coordinate
neighborhood (in M) with the restriction φ = (xlf •••, xn) of φ* to U as a
coordinate system. Let E be a real analytic variety in M. Then, if £/*
is sufficiently small, there exists the complexification £"* of E in £/*,
that is to say, Z?* is the smallest complex analytic variety in £/* such

1) For the definitions and fundamental properties with respect to complex varieties, see
[1], [3] for real varieties, see [2], [7]. Especially, [7] is our good guide.
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that E*r\M=Er\U*> the dimension of E* is equal to that of E at a,
its germ at a is the complexification of that of E at a, and the conjugate
variety of E* coincides with £*, provided that U* is invariant under the
conjugate operation.

Let E*' be an irreducible component of E* in £/*. Then, for sim-
plicity, we call E*'r\M an irreducible2^ component of E in U=U*r\M.
For sufficiently small £/*, we may consider that the germs of Ef==E*''r\M
and E*' at # are irreducible components of those of E and E* respec-
tively and E*' is the complexification of Ef in {/*.

For l</i<C <OV<^, if Ji<^- <ZJn-r are the complement of /\, •••, *V>
Cch-*v> denotes the subset of all the elements of CM (complex w-space)
whose jVth coordinates are all zero ane ^αy-ίV) denotes the canonical
projection of Cn onto CCii"'*r\ For 0<^p<n, we identify Ccl~p:> with p-
space and write C* for Ccl "^ and ^ for jrα...ί)t Finally, f o r O < j < > — A
we write C c ^ for Ccl'"pp+^ and *rCAy> for πCl...pp+J>.

2. Imbedding: varieties

We use the same notations as above, and assume that [7* is poly-
cylindrical with radii ( ^ •••, η„) and that the coordinate system φ* is
zero at a. Suppose that φ* is p-proper^ for £ * at a (i.e., the first ^
coordinates of a point which belongs to E* and distinct from a are not
all zero). Then if the radii *7f(l<ί<w) are sufficiently small, we know
(see [3] and [7], pp. 137-138) that for y = l, -~,n-p, there exist dis-
tinguished pseudo polynomials Qj(W; z19 •••, zp) with vertices at the
origin and with coefficients defined in πp(U*) such that

E*czE*

where E* is the imbedding variety of E* which is defined in C7* by the
equations:

Qj(zp+j; z19 •••, zp) = 0 j = 1, —, w - ^ .

Now we assume that φ* is real. Then, Qj can be taken as real, i.e., all
the coefficients are real analytic.

A polycylindrical neighborhood F * of a with radii (6ί9 •••, 6n) such
that St<ivi ( 1 < « < » ) is called standardized for E* with respect to φ*>
if for (^, •••, zM) eτrp(V*)y all the roots of Qy are smaller than Sj (p<CJ<n)
in their absolute values. We know that there exists a fundamental

2) In the terminology of [7], this is called C-irreducible, Notice that any real analytic
variety is locally C-analytic.

3) See [7], p. 137,
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system of neighborhoods of a each member of which is standardized45.
Now, put zi=xi + y/'^ϊyi (i = ly •••,«) and consider 7c-^(7tp{U*)r\M) to

b e a r e a l { ^ + 2 ( / * - / > ) } - s p a c e i n (xly •••, x p y x p + l y •••, x n y y p + l y •••, yH).
T h e n t h e e q u a t i o n s :

^ ^ + y ; ΛΓx, — , # j ) = 0 U = 1, —, «-/>)

define a real analytic variety in ̂ ( ^ ( ί / ^ M ) , which we denote by £ r .
We have E*r\π~1(πp(U*)r\M)=Er. Let Cp+2C-p:> be a copy of complex
{/>+2(w — ̂ )}-space whose points are written as (zly --y zny wp+ly ~,wn).
We identify a point of τt~ι(πp(U^)r\M) with a point in the real part of

where Q̂  and Q'/ are real and imaginary part of Qj respectively, and
denote by E* the complex analytic variety at the origin of Cp+2Cn'p^
defined by the equations:

Q'i (*i, —, zP, zp+jy wp+j) = 0 and

Q'/fa, —, ^ , Zp+j, wp+j) = 0 j = 1, ••-, «-/>.

Since all the coefficients of Qy vanish at the origin, Q̂  and Q'/ do not
have common factors for z1 = -"=zp = 0. Because they are also factors
of (zfi+j + \/~Ξ?\wp+j)mj, where m5 is the degree of Qj. This shows that
if we choose a sufficiently small polycylindrical neighborhood Ut in
Cp+2Cn~p\ the coordinate system in Uf is ^-proper at the origin for E*.
Hence, noticing that E* is invariant under the conjugate operation, we
see that there exist real distinguished pseudo polynomials P)(W;z19 •••, zp)
and P2j(W; z19 •••, zp) (j=l, •••, n—p) such t h a t

P)(zp+J; zly •••, zp) = 0 and

P2i(wp+J zly -•-, zp) = 0 on Ef in sufficiently

small Ut.
Let E* denote the complex analytic variety of dimension p in τrw([/*)

which is defined by the equations:

P)(zp+J; z19 •••, z p ) = 0 j = 1, •••, Λ - ^ .

Then, since W is a factor of Q'/(zly ••-, ̂ , Z, T7), E*czέ* in ^ ( £ 7 ? )
(we can, of course, assume that τrn(Uf)ci:U*)y and if (xly •••, Λ:^, ^ + 1 , •••, ^n)
belongs to E*, (xly •••, ^ , ^ + i , •••, 2«) belongs to £ * . Summarizing the above
results, we have

4) For details, see [7], §2 and [3]. For later convenience (see §5, (5.3)), in the state-
ment of the definition, we take the closure πp(y*) of πp(V*) instead of πp(V*).
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Lemma 1. Consider a real analytic variety E in a real analytic
manifold M of dimension n and take a complexification M* of M. Let
a be a point in M and let U* be a polycylindrical neighborhood of a in
M* with a real coordinate system φ*=(zly •••, zM). Suppose that φ* is
p-proper at a for the complexification E* of E in ί/*. Then, if U* is
sufficiently small, there exist complex analytic varieties E* and J3* in
Ϊ7* which are defined by equations: Qj(zp+J ; z19 •••, zp) = 0 and
Pj(zP+j\ zly —,Zp) = 0 (j = h ~>n-p) respectively, where Qj(W zlf •••, zp)
and Pj(W; z19 •••, zp) are real distinguished pseudo polynomials in W
with vertices at the origin and with coefficients defined in πp(U*), and the
following relations hold^.

(2.1) EczE*azE*c=iE* in U*.

(2.2) // (x19 —,Xp,zp+1, — ,zH) belongs to £ * , (xly •••, x p y x p + 1 , •••, x n )
belongs to E*, where xi(i = l> --,p) is real and Xj(j=p + 1, ••-,«) is the
real part of Zj.

Let E"* be the union of the irreducible components of JS* of dimen-
sion strictly less than p and let D* be the set of zeros in πp(U*) of the
product of the discriminants of P y(i = l, -,»-/>). Put D*(E*)=D*\jτrp(E"*).
Since we may assume that Pj does not have multiple factors, for suf-
ficiently small C/*, D*(E*) is a complex analytic variety of dimension
<p-l in £/*.

REMARK 1. Since E*czE*, the set of zeros of the product of the
discriminants of Qj is contained in D*.

3 Proper coordinate system for a family of subvarieties

Suppose that the dimension of E is p in U= U*r\M. Let 2Γ=(F1, •••, Fm)
be a (finite) family of subvarieties of E. For E and for each Fiy we
consider the decompositions E=E'\JE" and Fi = F/

i\jF//, where Ef and
F'i are the unions of the irrsducible components of dimension p of E and
Fj respectively and E" and F" are the unions of the irreducible com-
ponents of dimension strictly less than p of E and Ft respectively (see
§ 1). Then an irreducible component of F\ coincides with an irreducible

m

component of E'. Put F= (J F". Then the dimension of F is strictly

less than p. The couple (Ey F) is called the reduced couple associated
with £?.

5) Since Qj and Pj are not unique, in a strict sense, it is not proper to use such nota-
tions as £*, i£* and those which appear in later sections. But, since there are no confusions,
we use them withoμt refering to the polynomials,
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We are goint to define proper coordinate system φ* = (zly •••, zn) in a

polycylindrical neighborhood [/* of a (6 M) for the couple (JE 3). The
definition is done by induction on p. For ^ = 0, any real coordinate system
is proper. Suppose that the notion is defined for <^p. Then a real
coordinate system φ* is proper if it satisfies the following conditions:

(3.1) φ* is ^-proper for E at a%\ Let (Ey F) denote the reduced
couple associated with 3 and put:

D(Ey F) = p

T(Ey F) = Er\U*r\πf{D(E, F))

E\Ey F) = E*r\Mr\τrf(D(E, F))

We take t/* so small that Dy T and E1 are real analytic varieties of
dimension </> —1 in U=U*r\M. Hence the following second condition
has meaning.

(3.2) φ* is proper for (E1 (Γ, Γ A F , , - , Γ A F J ) .

We notice that by the definition of j£*, τrp(E\Ey F))=D(Ey F).
Now we prove the existence of proper coordinate system. Keeping

the same notations as above, we have

Lemma 2. Let EF=(Fly •••, Fm) be a family of subvarieties of E and
suppose that E is of dimension p. Then for a point aβ M, a proper
coordinate system for (E SF) at a can be obtained by a linear transformation
of the given real coordinate system φ* = (z19 •••, zn) and shrinking the given
neighborhood of ay if necessary. If φ* is p-proper for E at a, the proper
coordinate system can be obtained by a linear transformation of the first p
coordinates, leaving the others fixed.

Proof7). We prove this Lemma by induction on p. If p = 0, Lemma
is trivial for any n. By a linear transformation of <p*, we get8) a real
^-proper coordinate system φ'* for E at a. Since the dimension px of
E1 is </> — 1, making a linear transformation of the first p coordinates

6) This means that φ* is p-pvoper for the complexification E* of E. We sometimes use
the same expression later.

7) Cf., [7], Proof of Lemma 1.
8) If a complex analytic variety E* is of dimension <ip> by a linear transformation, we

can always find a />-ρroper coordinate system at a point of complex manifold M* where E* is
imbedded (see [3]). In fact, this property is taken as the definition of the dimension in [3],
while, in [1], E* is of dimension <^p if each connected component of the set of its regular
points is a manifold of pimension <^p. Furthermore, we can find a real coordinate system as
a ^-proper coordinate system at a real point, if M* is a complexification of a real analytic
manifold M*
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of <p'*, we can get a real coordinate system which is ^-proper for E and
(p — l)-proper for E1 at a9\ Repeating the same process, we get a real
coordinate system which is ^-proper for E and ^-proper for E1 at a.
Lemma follows from the assumption of the induction.

By repeating the construction leading from a couple (E £?) to another
(see (3.1) and (3. 2)) and by picking up the first member (namely variety)
of each couple (Ey E\ etc.), we get a finite family 6 of real analytic
varieties. Fix a proper coordinate system φ* for {E £F) at a. Let G be
a real analytic variety of dimension r which belongs to 8. Then φ* is
r-proper for G at a. A polycylindrical neighborhood F* in £/* is called
standardized for (E 20 with respect to φ*y if it is standarized for each
member of 8. Since 8 consists of a finite number of real analytic varie-
ties, we see that there exists a standardized neighborhood and that such
neighborhoods form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of a.

4. Proper simplexes

Let M be a real analytic manifold of dimension n imbedded in its
complexification M* and let Δ r be a straight-linear r-simplex in a real
iV-space RN with the dimension N sufficiently large whose points will be
denoted by t. We denote by Δg the interior of Δ r. Suppose that we have
a continuous map / o f Ar into M. Then the combination @ = (/*(Δr), /, Δ r)
is a singular r-simplex in M. We call /(Δ r) and Ar the image of @ (or
Δ r) and the model of @ (or /(Δ r)) respectively.

Let £/* be a real polycylindrical neighborhood in M* with a coordinate
system 9>* = (^1, •••, zn) whose restriction to U=U*r\M is φ = (x19 •••, AΓJ.
Let @ = (S, /, Δ r) be a singular r-simplex in M such that S=f(Ar) is
contained in [/. Then / is represented by n continuous functions
Xi=Mt)y —, xH=fH(t) and we write f=(f1,~'yfn) Suppose that
0 < r < ^ < w . Then @ = (S, /, Δr) is called p-proper r-simplex with respect
to φ, if the following conditions are satisfied:

(4.1) There exist r functions fiχ9 •••, fir with l < / i < O " < O
that Δ r is homeomorphic onto the image S ' 1 ^ (in ^fl...f r(C/)) of Δ r and
ΔJ is analytically homeomorphic onto the interior Sjr"'fV of Sir"*r by
^ • r A C ) . •", ^ = Λ r W » ^ = 0 , •••, ^ . r = 0, where {Λ ' Λ - Λ is the com-
plement of {i19 •••, /r} •

(4.2) Each fjι(l<il<in — r) depends on fiχy •• , / ί r continuously on
Δ r and analytically on ΔJ, in other words, fjn considered as a function
on Siv"*r by the homeomorphism mentioned above (4.1), is continuous

9) Cf., [7], p. 138,
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on S'Ί'V and analytic on Sjr''V in (xiχy •••,%).

REMARK 2. For 0<j<n-p, put f + i = V ; ° / a n d Sp+j=fp+J'(Ar)y

Sp

0

+J=fp+j(Ar

Ό). Then Ar is homeomorphic onto Sp+j and Δ£ is analytically
homeomorphic onto Sg+j by fp+j. Put <&p+j = (Sp+J

y fp+i

y Ar). Then @ ί+i

is a ^-proper simplex. We call @̂ +y the (p+j)-base of ^-proper simplex
@^(S,/,Δ r) and we say that @ //^ wer @,+y. fp+J = (fly - , / , + y,0 , - , 0 )
and @M = @. If we restrict the projection τr ί + y to S, it is a homeomorphism
of S onto Sp+J and an analytic homeomorphism of So onto Sg+j. We
denote this homeomorphism by π(S, Sp+J).

REMARK 3. For l < i < w — p y we put fcp>jΊ = ̂ cp^°f and also put
S^=fp>J\Ar)y Sϊ>p'j'=fcp'JWo). Then the combination (Sc* », fcp>j\ Ar)
is a ^-proper simplex, which we denote by @c*/) ®ĉ  y) i s called {pyj)-
base of @ = (S,/,Δ r ), / C ^ = (Λ, - , Λ , 0, - , 0 , 7 ί + y , 0 , ' - , 0) and @CAi)

lies over &p (Remark 2).

5. Proper Triangulations

We use the same notations as the previous section. Let K be a
straight-linear complex in RN and let / be a homeomorphism of K into
M. Then the combination Sb = (f(K), /, K) is a complex in M or a
triangulation of /(if) . /(ϋΓ) and K are called the image of £ϊ and the
model of 5£ (or f(K)) respectively. If / is analytically homeomorphic on
the interior of each simplex of each dimension which belongs to Ky ^
is called analytic or analytic triangulation of f{K).

Let y* be a poly cylindrical neighborhood with radii (£x, •••, £ j such
that V*czU*. Put F = 7 * r \ M . Let Λ=(G, g, K) be a complex of
dimension p in M. Then we say that $ΐ is a p-proper complex with
respect to φ and V, if the following conditions are satisfies (5. l)-(5. 6):

(5.1) G is contained in V and all simplexes which belong to ^ are

^-proper with respect to φ.

(5. 2) Each simplex of $ of dimension strictly less than p is a face

of at least one ^-simplex of SI.

The boundary dB of ffi is the collection of all (p — l)-simplexes each

of which is a face of only one ^-simplex of ί£ and all their faces. 3$E

is a subcomplex of $ and is written as (3G, gy dK).

(5.3) Let • (S, g , Δr) ( 0 < r < ^ - l ) be a simplex of 3® and let
g=(gi, " ,gn) Then S*c=7rί(F)-7rί(Vr) (for Sp, see Remark 2) and for
P<j<n, -£j<gj(t)<rjj for teAr

y where ^. are radii of 7*,
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(5.4) There exists a triangulation &p = (πp{Ϋ\ gp, Kp) of πp(Ϋ) in
such a way that πp gives rise to a non-degenerate simplicial map of 5ΐ
onto Stpy that is to say, there exists a non-degenerate simplicial map hp

of K onto Kp such that τrp

og=gp°hp. We write πβ> for (τtpSy gpy

where @ = (S,£,Δ

REMARK 4. If (S, g, Δ) is a simplex of iϊ, it is equivalent to
(S, TT-'CS, Sp)°gpy hp(Δ)) and any simplex (S', ^ , Δ') of Stp is equivalent
to the ^-base (Sp, gp

y Δ) of a simplex (S, g, Δ') of fl such that S* = S'.

(5.5) Let @ be a (/> — l)-simplex which does not belong to 3$.
Then there exist at least two ^-simplexes ©' and @" of $ which have
@ as the common face, such that πjίf and πp&' are different.

In this case, of course, πp& and π^@" have τr̂ (g as the common
face.

(5.6) For l < i < w — p, there exists a triangulation P,J
(πcpjΛ&)> gcpji, KCfiJ>) of πcpjΛ&) in s u c h ^ way that τrCAy) gives rise to
a non-degenerate simplicial map of $ onto ^cpj^ i e > there exists a
non-degenerate simplicial map hCPtjΊ of K onto ϋΓCAp such that

We call ^^, and ®tPj) p-base and (jί>, j)-base of $ M/#A respect to φ
and V respectively.

REMAK 5. % is ^-proper with respect to φ and V with itself as the
^-base and the (py ^')-base. And ®Cpji i s a l s o ^-proper with respect to φ
and V with itself as (py y)-base and for l<^k<^n—py kφjy $tp is the
(A ^)-base. The simplicial map Ag ί] of ϋΓCAy) onto Kp is defined by
hp = h%:3

k)ohCPιjΊ. % is also jί>-base of ΛCAy) with h^'^^h^i] again as the
simplicial map of ϋQ/,,̂  onto /f̂ ,.

Let G be a subset in F and let $ = (G, gy K) be as above. Then we
say that G is p-properly triangulated in ® (or in G), if G contains G and
g~\G) is a subcomplex (of if) (i.e., (G, g, g'1(G)) is a subcomplex of S).

REMARK 6. Let @f = (Sf , ^ , Δ, ) be a simplex of ^ = (^(1^), ^ , Kp).

Then ^((Si^n.Te^j^G) is the union jj (S(^(j))0 of the interiors (Sh,3,)0 of

all the simplexes (Slt,JU gίPtDy

 ιΔcu>) (l<l<k(i,j)) of ffiCAy) which lies
over @, (see Remark 5, (5.4) and (5.6)). Put S (°M )= {(x19 —, ^ , 0 - 0 ,
-<V;>°-°)i(*i> - , ^ ) e S , } and SHW+1={(xl9 - , ^ , 0 - .0 ,^ + y ,0 ..0)|
(#!, •••, ΛΓ̂ ) €S, }, where (£19~ ,GM) are radii of V*. Denote by (SJV^X)
and (Sdfjf^o the interiors of S?,,^ and Sfftf*1 respectively. Since

are mutually disjoint, we can naturally introduce
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an order in Ca^={Su,^} (0<l<&(/, j) + l) by means of the (p+j)-th
coordinates: sij^Sh^^^S^^Sti^*1.

Keeping the same notations as above, we prove

Lemma 3. If ® = (G, gy K) is a p-proper complex with respect to φ
and V such that the model Kp of its p-base &p = (7r

p(V)y gpy Kp) is con-
tained in Rm, V has an analytic triangulation ®n = (Vy f, Kn) which has
the following properties (5. a)-(5. c) :

(5. a) Kn is imbedded in Rm+n-p {n such a way that τrn (acting on
Rm+n~p) yields a simplicial map of Kn onto Kp.

(5. b) The model K of the complex $ = (G, gy K) can be taken to be
a subcomplex of Kn> f is an extension of gy hp is a restriction of τrm to
K and KcpjΊ = τrCmjΊ(K) with hCPjjΊ = τrCmjΊ (restricted to K).

(5. c) For l^j^n—py πίm ^(Kn)has a triangulation in such a way
that τrc»ι,i) is a simplicial map of Kn onto τrCmjΊ(Kn) and πipj^(V) has a
triangulation ®lpji = (πCpJ)(V)y f%t», τrCm^(Kn)) such that τrCpjΊof =
f?pj) o τtCm^ and $t"pj) is an extension of BCfit^ (i.e., f%t^ is an extension of
gCpjΊ and ®CpjΊ is a subcomplex of K%ίD = τrim^(Kn)).

Proof. First we arbitrarily fix order in all the vertices of $tp:
0i> gPy

 aι)> •••> (VB, gPy
 aβ)- Suspose that v[ι>3, (l<i<By i<j<n-py

0<l<k(iyj) + l) (see Remark 6) has coordinate (x\ - yxpy0~ 0yxU,j)y0~ 0)y

where (x{y •••, xz

py O O) is ths coordinate of viy and put C[itjΊ= {ccl

iitj)}
where oc\ίtjl is a point in ττίrnjJ(Rm+n~p) which has the expression:

<:,j) = (/ί, •••, rmy o o, xu.v, o o)

w h e r e *•• = (*', - , t*M9 O O ) .

P u t

A = {we V\τtQpj,(w) = VU.H, l<i<By l<j<n-py 0<l<k(iy j

and
m+"-*\τcCmJ,(β)=altιJU l<i<By l<j<n-py 0<l<k

Let β = (t[y •••, tin, xll.i), •••, xfcnlpJeA'. Then the function f which maps
β to the point (x{y •••, xP9 x{\Λ)y •••, xllnt^) of A is a one-to-one map of

B

A onto A. Let f[Pt^ be the one-to-one map of C'3 = \j C[it^ onto

Cj = jj^cί.y) s u c h t h a t αc*.j) corresponds to vlt,». Then ™iPj^f' =f[pj^πamj>
Tpf P —{f*0 . . . /Z*0 r ^l . γl°n-p \ /Q —(fir . fir r^ί ~Jn-P \
l ^ C L HQ \l>ly y ' m y Λfif.Q,l')9 > Λ/<HQ,n—p)J> " ' y f ^ r — \*Ί j ' > '"my Λ C i r , l ) > * t - ^ ( ? . r > y i — p ) )

be r + 1 different points of A' such that
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i) viQ = τrm(β^, -.., vir = τrm(βr) are contained in a simplex Δ of Kp and

io<-<ir. Put S=gp(A).
ii) For l < i < w — p , there exists a number q (0<C#<&(S, i)) such

that for 0 < f < > , f{p,^
07rcmyjΛ^t) belongs either Sq

iS>j) or S&5) and if, for
some ί, f{pj^^imjΛβt) belongs to S?^, /{pj^π^^φ^) belongs to S?s.»
(if it belongs to both of them, we consider that it belongs to SΪS.D)*

Then β0, —> βr span a r-simplex in Rm+n~^ and all these simplexes form
a complex in Rm+nP which turns out to be the desired model of the
triangulation of V mentioned in the Lemma, and hence is denoted by Kn.
From the construction of Kn> we see that τtm yields a simplicial map of
Kn onto Kp and that τrim^(Kn) has a triangulation so that τtCmJ:> yields
a simplicial map of Kn onto it. πCmjΊ(Kn) with this triangulation is to
become the model of πcp,jΛV) mentioned in (5. c), and is denoted by
Kn

iPιj). Let Δ be a simplex of Kn with vertices β09 -"yβr such that
/'($>)> " >ffΨr) are the images of vertices of a simplex of complex $.
Then all these simplexes Δ form a subcomplex of Kn which turns out
to be equivalent to the model of the given complex $, and hence is de-
noted by K. Also from the construction of KM, τrm is a simplicial map
of K onto Kpy and τtCm^(K) is considered a subcomplex of K?PιJ) such
that τ^cm,jΊ i s a simplicial map of K onto it. πCmj)(K) with this triangula-
tion is naturally going to be the model of &cptJΊ

 a n d is denoted by KCpj^.
Now by (5. 4) and (5. 6), the homeomorphisms g and gcp,^ of K onto G
and of KCpj) onto πcpji (&) a r e naturally defined with the properties
πp

og=gpo7r

m, 7tQpJ,og=gipDo7timj^ and πp°gtpj,=βp°πm so that (G,g, K)
is equivalent to the given triangulation of G, the given $tp and
(π<LPt»(G)y gcpj), Kcpj>) are its p-base and (p, ;)-base respectively.

Now we define a homeomorphism / of Kn onto F with the desired
properties as an extension of g. Let t = (tly •••, tmy tm+1, •••, tm+n-p) be a
point of /fM and let Δ be the minimal simplex of Kp which contains
πm{t). For l^Cj^Cn—p, let /Δ and /Δ be simplexes of KCpjΊ such that
7tm^A) = τtm(/A)=A and such that if ί 1 ^ , ..., tmy 0-0, ί^+y, 0-0) and
tz = (tly •••, ίw, O O, ί^+y, O O) are points of /Δ and 2

JA respectively,
tm+j^tm+j^tm+j> an(^ n 0 (m +Λ~th coordinate of any other simplex Δr

of ϋΓcm.y) with πJ(A') = A comes between t]H+J and ί«+y. Define
/ ( O - ^ ^ n - ^ ^ V i ' " 1 ^ " ) ^ a s follows: Let xι

m+J and x2

m+j be
the (^+y)-th coordinates of gaPt^{tι) and g^pj^if2) respectively.

' m+j I tn+j

and
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It is now easy to check all the properties (5.1), (5. 2) and (5. 3) with all
we have constructed.

REMARK 7. For 0<j<Cn-py τrm+j(Kn) and τrm+j(K) can be considered
as complexes such that πp+. is a simplicial map of Kn onto τrm+J(Kn) and
of Konto τrm+J(Kp)y and πp+J(V) and τrp+J(G) have the natural triangula-
tions (τrp+j(V), f'l+j, τtm+j{Kn)) and (jtp+j{G\ gp+Jy τrm+j(Kp)) respectively,
where fp+J is defined as 7r

p+jof=fnp+jo7r

m+J and gp+j is the restriction
of fn

p+j to τrm+J(K). Then (τrp+J(G)y gp+jy πm+i{k)) is a subcomplex of

(πp+j(V), f'p+jy πm+J(Kn)) and consists of all (/>+./)-bases of simplexes of
(G, gy K). If G is ^-properly triangulated in G, πp+J(G) is also ^-properly
triangulated in πp+j(G).

6. Local triangulation of real analytic verieties

Theorem 1. Let E be a real analytic variety in a real analytic
manifold M and let Fly •••, Fm be a finite number of subvarieties of E.
Then for any point a of M, there exists a neighborhood V of a such that
Er\V is triangulable and each F £ n F ( l < ί < m ) is a subcomplex of Er\V
for the triangulation of Er\ V. Er\ F, considered as a complex, has a
model K in the Euclidean space of the same dimension as that of M.
The homeomorphism g of K onto Er\V is analytically homeomorphίc on
the interior of each simplex of each dimension of K.

Proof. We may assume that a belongs to each F f ( l < f <Cm). Suppose
that the dimension of E and M are <ίp and n respectively, and M
is imbedded in a complexification M* of M. Let U* be a polycylin-
drical neighborhood of a with real coordinate system <p* = (z1, •••, zn)
whose restriction to U=U*r\M is φ = {xly •••, xn). Suppose that φ* is
proper for (E; (Fly •••, Fm)) at a and let V* be a standardized neighborhood
for (E; (F19 •••, FJ) such that F * d t / * . Put V=V*r\M. Then we are
actually going to prove :

// such V is sufficiently small, there exists a p-proper complex
& = {G> g, K) with respect to φ and V such that Er\V is p-properly
triangulated in ^, K is imbedded in Rn and the model Kp of p-base $tp

of ^ is imbedded in τrp(Rn).
The proof is carried out by induction: Since for p = 0, Theorem is

trivial for any n, we fix n arbitrarily and prove for p under the assump-
tion that it is true for <^P Since φ* is proper for (Eι (T, Tr\Fly •••,
Tr\Fm))y V* is standardized for it and since the dimension px of E1 is
^Cp — 1, by the assumption of the induction, there exists a ^-proper
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complex 1St = (1G19

 xg> 1K) with respect to φ and F such that Eτr\ V is px-
properly triangulated in 2S and T A F, Tr\F1r\V, •••, Tr\Fmr\V are sub-
complexs of j ^ n F, and such that the model 1/f/,l of A-base λ$tPl of *ffl
is imbedded in τrPi(Rn). Hence, by Lemma 3, there exists an analytic
triangulation 1Stn = (V,1f,1Kn) of F with the properties (5. a), (5. b) and
(5. c). We denote by ^ ^ ( ^ ( F ) , 1fpy

 λKn

p) the p-ba$e of X5ΐw (see Remark
7), which gives a triangulation of ^P(V).

Let @ = (S, y^,, Δ) be a simplex of dimension p of *βj and let
(So, '//,, Δo) be its interior. Since τrp(E1)=D(Ey F) is of dimension <J> — 1,
T T ^ ^ J A S O ^ Θ and especially S O AZ)* = 0. Furthermore, since S0 is simply
connected, 7t-1(S0)r\(E^r\ F*) consists of connected components each of
which is homeomorphic to So by π^ (see Remark 1). Let So be
one of the connected components. Then if So is represented by
x1 = u1(t)9 •••, Xp = up(t)y χp+1 = ...=χn = 09S0 is represented by x1 = u1(t)9 •••,

xp = up(t)y zp+1==wp^1(t)y •••, zn = wn(t)y where Wj(p<^j<lri) depends analy-

tically on uly -", up on So. Write Wj(t) = u, (t) + \/ — 1 0/00 where ŵOO and
z;y(̂ ) are real and imaginary part respectively and consider an open sim-
plex So which is represented by uλ{t)y •••, up(t)y up+1(t)y •••, un(ΐ). Then So

is contained in ή* r\ V (see (2. 2)). If So is another open simplex derived
from So as above and is represented by uλ(t)y •••, up(t)y u'p+1(t)9 •••, «i(ί)>
for p<CJ1^n> either Uj(t) = Uj(t) on Δo or Uj(t) is distinct from u'j(t) at any
point of Δo, because S O A D * = 0.

Denote by S the closure of So in F (therefore also in Z S * A F ) . Since
E X A F is ^i-properly {pλ<^p) triangulated, by the continuity of roots of
the distinguished pseudo polynomials Pj (l^j^n—p) which defines E*
and local connectivity of E* (see [1], [3]), we see that all Uj(t) (p<CJ<n)
have unique continuous extensions to Δ. Since, for 1</<L£, u{{t)
has already the extension to Δ as a representation function of 1fP9

u = (uly •••, un) defines a homeomorphism of Δ onto Sand @' = (S, uy Δ) is
a /^-proper ^-simplex. Every face of @r lies over a simplex of the same
dimension of 1&n

p and analytic (notice that the image of its ^-base is
either contained in ^piE1) or the interior is disjoint from £>*).

Now we denote by G the union of all these S and consider the
collection C of all simplexes obtained by the barycentric subdivision of
all these @7. Then the collection C gives an analytic triangulation
® = (G, gy K) of G. Remembering that E* is defined by distinguished
pseudo polynomials and that V* is standardized, it is easy to see that
ίϊ satisfies the condition (5. l)-(5. 6), i.e., ^ is a ^-proper complex with
respect to φ and F and its />-base is the barycentric subdivision of

From the construction of G, we see that Er\VczG (see Lemma 1).
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Suppose XBF£ and τrp(χ) ^τtp{E% Then τrp(χ)£D*(E*). Since, in this
case, x is a regular point of both Ff and £ * (see, for example, [7],
p. 138), E* is expressed locally by n—p real analytic functions in
(£i> •••, zp) and £ is locally real analytic manifold of dimension p ex-
pressed by the same functions restricted to real variables (xly •••, xp) (see,
for example, [2], p. 92). Hence any simplex of G which contains x in
the interior is contained in F£. This shows that each i% is a subcomplex
of G and hence En V is properly triangulated in $ = (G, g> K) in such a
way as stated above.

REMARK 8. It is easy to see that we can reconstruct the model K
of Er\V in such a manner that for any vertex t of Ky x=g(t) has the
same coordinate as that of /, preserving all other properties.

REMARK 9. In the above triangulation k = (Er\ V, g, K) Er\dV is
a subcomplex of Er\ V, where dV=V—V.

7. Global triangulation of real algebraic varieties

We consider a real algebraic variety A in Rn with an usual coordinate
system φ = (x19 •••, xn). Suppose that A is defined by polynomials
fi(X19 - ,Xn) with degrees r£ ( l < / < m < ^ ° o ) . Let /? be a polynomial

in n + 1 variables defined by /?(X0, X19 •-., Xn)=Xr

o

ifi(ξ±, •-, $?) Then
\A0 Ao/

/? , •••,/» defines a real projective variety A0 in Rn+1 with a coordinate
system φo = (xQ> x19 •••, Λ:W). We cell A0, the projective variety associated
with A Let Ho and ίί x be the hyper-planes of Rn+1 defined by X0 = 0
and X0 = l respectively. Then A0 consists of a projective subvariety A%
in Ho and all the lines which join the origin a of Rn+1 and a point of
Ai=A°r\Hί9 where A\ is isomorphic to A by the canonical map of H1 to
# * : (1, x19 —,xn)-*(x19 ~ 9xn).

Let F 1 , •••, Fk be a finite number of algebraic subvarieties of A and
let (F*)0 be the projective variety associated with F* ( l < / < & ) . By
Lemma 2, there exists a proper coordinate system φΌ^iyo, y19 * , j θ f o r
(Λ ((^T, —, (Fk)°, A£)) at a. Since ^ can be obtained from <p0 by a linear
transformation, φ'o is also a global coordinate system. Then by Theorem
1, there exists a neighborhood V oί a such that A°r\ V has a triangula-
tion ® = (A°r\ F, r̂, if) and such ( F ' ) 0 ^ F and A°or\ V are subcomplexes of
A°r\ V. Since, in Lemma 1, E* and £ * can be taken to be symmetric
with respect to the orign, and A0 and each (Ff")° are symmetric with
respect to the origin for φ'o (hence also for φ0), we may assume that the
triangulation S is symmetric with respect to a for φΌ (hence also for φ0).
Therefore, considering the projection of A°r\3V (see Remark 9) from a,
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we get a triangulation of A0 (considered to be imbedded in projective
w-space Pn) each (F1)0 and A& are subcomplexes of A0. The model of
A°ΓΛdV can also be assumed as symmetric and the model K(A°) is ob-
tained from the symmetric model of A°r\dV by the identification with
respect to the symmetry, the homeomorphism is the projection preceded
by g and by the form of A°r\3Vy we see the triangulation is analytic.

Summarizing the above results, we have

Theorem 2. Let A be a real algebraic variety in Rn and let F 1 , •••, Fk

be a finite number of algebraic subvarieties of A. Let A° and (F*)° be the
projective subvarieties associated with A0 and (Ff')° respectively. Suppose
that A0 and {F{)° are imbedded in projective n-space Pn and consider that
A is a subset of A0. Then there exists a triangulation 3ί = (A0, /, K(A0))
of A0 such that each (F')0 is a subcomplex of A0 and A0 —A is also a sub-
complex of A0 imbedded in a hyper plane of Pn. The homeomorphism f
is analytic in the interior of each simplex of each dimension of K(A°).

8. Pseudo-cells and cells

If a real analytic manifold e is analytically homeomorphic onto a
relatively compact domain D in Rr, e is called analytic pseudo-cell or
simply pseudo-cell (since from now onwards, we are concerned only with
analytic case). The dimension of e as a manifold is equal to r and we
say that pseudo-cell e is of dimension r and write er if it is necessary
to specify the dimension.

In the above definition if e, hence D, is homeomorphic to the interior
of a sphere, we call e cell.

Let ϊ be a topological space and suppose that I is a union of
mutually disjoint pseudo-cells: X=\] eΛ. Then we say that X has a

Oh

pseude-cell decomposition {ea}y or I is a pseudo-cell complex, if for each
er

Λy there exist a relatively compact domain DΛ in Rr and a homeomor-
phism fΛ of DΛ onto e^, and if each combination (ea, fa, DΛ) satisfies the
following conditions (8. l)-(8. 4) :

(8.1) {ej is locally finite.

(8.2) ea is written as a union of a finite number of pseudo-cells
in {ej.

Each pseudo-cell of deΛ = eΛ — eΛ is called a boundary pseudo-cell of eΛ.

(8.3) fΛ is analytic homeomorphism of Da onto ea. If eβ is a
boundary pseudo-cell of er

Λy f^
λ{e^) is an anlytic submanifold of the space
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Rr which contains Da and f^τ(eβ) is analytically homeomorphic onto eβ

by fΛ9 and dD=D — D= (J f^iβ^), where the union is taken for all the
β

boundary pseudo-cells eβ of eΛ.

(8.4) For any point a of 3D, any neighborhood V(a) of a in Rr

contains a point of Rr~D.

When X has a pseudo-cell decomposition {ea}, if each eΛ is a cell,
we say that X has a c#// decomposition or I is a cell complex.

Let 2?, (F1, ~ ,Fm)> φ, V be the same as appeared in the proof of
Theorem 1. We may always assume that φ, E, Fk (l^Ck<^m) are defined
in some rectangular neighborhood U which contains V. Then just con-
sidering cells in place of simplexes, by the same method as used in the
proof of Theorem 1, we can prove the following

Lemma 4. Let E, (Fly , Fm)y ψ, V be as above and suppose that E

is of dimension </>. Then, in addition to a triangulation Λ = (JEA V, g, it)

in a p-proper complex β = (G, g, K) which is constructed in the same way

as in the proof of Theorem 1, there exists a cell decomposition {et) of V

which satisfies the following conditions (8. a)-(8. e) :

(8. a) The triangulation of V constructed from Si = (G, g, K) by

Lemma 3 is a subdecomposition of {#,•}.

(8. b) G, Er\V, and each Fkr\V ( l < & < m ) are subcomplexes of V
as cell complex.

(8. c) {πp{eϊ)} gives a cell decomposition of πp(V) and for each

O'<^~P)> {^cpj&iϊ} gives a cell decomposition of πcP

(8. d) For each cell πp(et) of πp(V), there exists a real analytic variety
H(τrp(et)) defined in πp(U) (Fez£7) such that πp(et)(ΣiH{πp(et)) and each
point of τrp(ei) is a simple point (i.e., in a neighborhood of the point, H
is a real analytic manifold of the same dimension as H) of H(jtp(e})).

We say that H(πp(et)) is attached to πp(et). Put Jίp={H(πp(ei))}

where πp(eg) ranges over all the cells of πp(γ). Take HeMp. Then

π~p

Ύ(H) is a real analytic variety in U. Next, suppose that E* is defined

by Pj = 0 (j = l, ~-,n—p), where each Pd is real (see Lemma 1). Then

for each subset {j19.-",jr} of {1, •••, n— p}, we denote by Hj1...jr the

real analytic variety defined in U by Pj^O, •••, Pjr = 0. Now put

M= {7t-Ύ(H), 7ΐp-
1(H)r\Hjl...Jr, f/y1...yr}, where H ranges over every element

of Mp and {j19 ~',jr} ranges over every subset of {1, •••,#—/>}.
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(8. e) For each e{, there exists a real analytic variety //(#,-) in M such
that eiCzH(ei) and each point of g, is a simple point of i/(e, ).

9. Scattered family of varieties in Rn

We consider a combination (E, 3, D), where D is a relatively compact
domain in Rn, E is a real analytic variety defined in a domain D' in Rn

such that ΌczΠ and 3=(Fly •••, Fm) is a finite set of sub varieties of E
defined also in D\ Let {(Ea, £FΛ, DJ} be a set of these combinations.
We call {(EΛy 3*, DJ} scattered family of varieties, if the set {DJ is
locally finite.

Let a be a point in i?w with usual coordinate system φ = (x1, •••, #„)
and let £ be a real analytic variety E defined in a neighborhood U of
#. Let 3 be a finite family of subvarieties (F x, •••, Fm) of E. Rn is con-
sidered to be contained in complex w-space Cn with coordinate system
φ* = (zly -", zn) whose restriction to Rn is φ. U is also considered the
intersection of Rn with a neighborhood U* of β in CM. Suppose that we
have a proper coordinate system <?S* = (zΊ, - , z'n) for (E; 3) at # and let
φf=z(X\, ", x'n) be the restriction of φ'* to U. Then we can consider that
φ' is obtained by an affine transformation of φ. Finally let V*(F*czZ7*)
be a standardized neighborhood for (2J 3) with respect to <p'* which is
so small that triangulation of Er\ V(V= V*r\Rn) can be carried out in
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1. In this case, we call
(Ey £F, φ', V) normalized combination for triangulation at the center a and
if we wish to specify the center, we write (E, % φ\ V)a for (E, 3, φ\ V).

Let {{EΛy 3*, φΛ, VJ} be a set of normalized combinations
(Ea,ζF",φ°, Va)aa for triangulation at the center a^eR". We call the
set {(Ea, £FΛ, φ*y Va)} normalized scattered family of varieties, if the set
{(EΛ9 3a

y VJ} is a scattered family of varieties (i.e. if {VΛ} is locally
finite).

Lemma 5. Let {(EΛ, 3Λ, DJ} (pee A) be a scattered family of varie-
ties, where by definition Ea and each element F* (l^Lk<ίma) of 3* are
defined in a domain D'Λ such that D^ZDD^. Then there exists a normalized
scattered family of varieties {(£«*,/)> 3c<*'j\ φQoύ'j\ FCα>y))αCo>y)} (aeA; for
fixed <xy l^Cj^Cja^co) which satisfies the following conditions (9.1)-(9.2):

(9.1) EίaJ,=Ea and &' » = 3

(9.2) aίaJ)£Ea^Da and EΛr\Dacn\]% VίaJ,, {]% VίaJ, aD'a

Proof. We have only to remember that {Da} is locally finite and
for each α, E^rxD^ is compact.
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10. Pseudo-cell decomposition of a scattered family of varieties

Theorem 3. Let {(Eay 3*y φ"9 Va)} (cceA) a normalized scattered
family of varieties in Rn. Then E=\j (EΛr\ VΛ) has a pseudo-cell decom-

position which satisfies the following conditions (10.1)-(10.2) :

(10.1) For each a and each F% e 3* (1 <k<mΛ). EΛr\ Va and F«kr\ Va

are subcomplexes (as pseudo-cell complex).

(10.2) The decomposition of EΛr\Va is a subdivision of a cell de-
composition of Ea r\ Va obtained along the line of Lemma 4.

Proof. By definition EΛ is defined in a domain U^ such that UΛZDΫa.
We may also assume that φa is defined on Uω and UΛ is rectangular with
the center at the same aa as that of VΛ. We define : Dim E=Max dim EΛ

and prove this Theorem by imduction on the dimension p of E. For
p — Oy the Theorem is trivial. Then we prove for p assuming that the
Theorem is true for <^p. For each ct, we have the imbedding varieties
£"* and £ * both of which are of dimension p (Lemma 1) and ^-proper
complex Gα which is obtained as the real part of £* in Vα9 and by
Lemma 4, we have a cell decomposition of FΛ which satisfies the condi-
tions (8. a)-(8. e).

Let e be a cell of ^ ( F J of dimension </> — 1 (see (8. c)) and let
H(e) be the real analytic variety attached to e (see (8. d.)). Define
fϊ(e)=έ*r\Ucύr\7r-1(H(e)). Then H(e) is a real analytic variety of dimen-
sion <p-l defined in UΛ (notice UΛZDVΛ). Put: ίϊΛ=\JH(e) and

3*={ή(e)}y where e ranges over all the cells of πp(Vα) of dimension

We fix a index α and for βeA, we put έΛβ = φ*r\UΛ)r\(έ$r\Uβ).
Then EΛβ is a real analytic variety defined in UΛr\Uβ. Now suppose that
^«β Λ (Kί Λ Vβ)φ0. In this case we construct a normalized scattered
family {φαB, 9ΐβ, <rtβ, Vι

Λβ)jJ (/€/Λβ) as follows:

1) έiβ = έ*r\(UΛr\Uβ), 3f={Ej.

2) IΛβ is a finite set, for any /, α1^ e έΛβ A (FΛ A Vβ) and

4
3) φ*β is obtained from φ*, by making a linear transformation over

the first p coordinates of φα and next, making a translation of origin
from αΛ to α1^, where αΛ is the center of Vα. The existence of such a
family follows directly from the fact that E^r^CV^rxV^) is compact and
from Lemma 2.
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Now, again by Lemma 4, Ϋ£β has a cell decomposition which satisfies
the conditions (8.a)-(8.e). Fix indices ct, βy I arbitrarily and let e' be a cell
of rtp(yι

ao) of dimension </> —1. Let H{e') be the real analytic variety
attached to ef and consider that H(e') is defined in a rectangular domain
VU such that VίβczUϊβczU«r\Uβ. Define H(ef) = Eι

aβrχUι

ωβrχ7t-\H{e'))
and put £F"β = {//(β')} and -&ί0= (J //(£')> where e' ranges over all the cells

e'

of τrp( V^β) of dimension <Cft — 1 .

We consider the set {(Hay ΞE«9 VJ, (Waβy § T , Viβ)\aeA9 έaβr\(VΛr\ Vβ)
Φ 0, / € /^β}. As is easily seen, this set can be considered as a scattered
family of varieties. Hence by Lemma 5 there exists a normarized scat-
tered family of varieties {E], SFl, φl, V)} (γ€ A) which satisfies the con-
ditions (9.1) and (9. 2). Since the dimension E'= (J E) is <p-l9 by the

assumption of the induction, E1 has a pseudo-cell decomposition which
satisfies the conditions (10.1) and (10. 2).

For each a e A, GΛ has a cell decomposition (see (8. b)). Let {efa^}
( 1 < / < J J be the set of ̂ -cells efΛ^ on GΛ and let G\ denote the (p — 1)-
skelton G^ — V7' =i eL,i> Since, for each ίί{e)e3Λ, E1 gives a pseudo-cell
decomposition to FΛAi^(^), JB1 also gives psendo-cell decomposition to
G\ which is finer than the original cell decomposition. Next, for each
OL9 β9 /, we also have a cell decomposition of E£βr\ V£β=E% r\ V^B. Let
{*?*,*/./)} Q*<i^](a> A 0) be the set of ^-cells e?Λ,β9lφ on Etr\ Viβ such
that βfΛfβf/ty)AGΛΦ0. Then by the condition 3) for 9?*β, we see that
eL,β,u^ V<*= A f̂α>,β,/,y)AGL and that if G\Λβn is the intersection of G^ with
the (/> — l)-skelton of Z?*nF* β , E 1 gives a pseudo-cell decomposition to

4GU/> Now put Gl = Gl U (U GLΛ/)) ( 4 β A ( F Λ A F β ) Φ 0 , l£lΛβ). Then

G^ has a pseudo-cell decomposition given by that of E1 and from the
construction we see that each pseudo-cell of G'* is a boundary pseudo-
cell of a ^-cell 0?Λ>ί) or ef^βj^ and any pseudo-cell of dimension <J> — 1
of Gl is a boundary cell of a (p — l)-pseudo-cell of GJ. We consider the
open set GΛ — Gl in Ga and express it as the union of the connected
components eCa Λ) (kelj : Ga — G= \j eQ<Λ Λ ). Each eQoύ fe) is open in GΛ and

analytically homeomorphic to relatively compact domain τrp(eCa fe)) in ̂ p{Uω)
and hence is a ^-pseudo-cell. Let ̂ / " 1 be a (£ — l)-pseudo-cell of G*.
Then e*-1 has a neighborhood W in GΛ such that Wr\(Gl — ep~1) = 09 and
if ^ - J c = VΛ~Va, W-ep~λ is connected and if ep-xa Vay W-ep~λ has a finite
number of connected components. Hence we see that if ep'1cz Vω— VΛ9

there exists one and only one eicύ^ whose boundary contains ep~\ and if
ep~1czVct9 there exist a finite number of connected components of GΛ — G%
which have ep~1 as a common boundary pseudo-cell. This shows especially
that the boundary of each eCa& has a (finite) pseudo-cell decomposition
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with cells in Gl and that IΛ is a finite set. Now it is easy to see that
we get a pseudo-cell decomposition of GΛ by attaching a finite number
of ^-pseudo-cells eCak^(keIa) to Gl.

For each <xeA,we consider a pseudo-cell decomposition of Ga obtained
in the above manner. Let βe A be such that Eaβr\(VΛr\ Vβ)φ0. We con-
sider again the cell decomposition of E * r\ Vι

aβ given by Lemma 4. Then, by
the condition 3) for φ*β, using the similar argument as above we can obtain
a psendo-cell decomposition of E%r\{ (J V^βr\ Va) such that EΛβ and Ga are

subcomplexes in U V^βr\VΛ where (p — l)-skelton of Gcύr\( (J V*βr\VΛ)

is U GJ Λ>3 /). Applying the same discussion to β, we have a pseudo-cell

decomposition of J3ίn( I) Vι

βcύr\Vβ) in such a way that Eβa ( = Eaβ) and

Gβ are subcomplexes in [J Vι

βcύr\Vβ. Let JSiβ be the (p — l)-skelton of

4 β ^ ( U Vι

αβr\Va). Then ( £ > ^ ) A ( f α Λ f β ) has a pseudo-cell de-

composition given by E1. Now attaching the connected components of
V ( ^ ^ ) - ( W W A ( ^ ^ ) to ( β̂n£^)n(FΛA^), we get a
new pseudo-cell decomposition of 4 β Λ ( K ) Λ ^ ) a ^d G^rxGβ is a
subcomplex. We denote by Glβ the (^>—l)-skelton of Gαr\Gβ. Put
G£ = G £ [ J ( U ^ β ) . Then Gl has a pseudo-cell decomposition given by
E1 and we notice that any pseudo-cell of dimension <^p of G\β which
is not a boundary pseudo-cell of some ^-pseudo-cell of Gαr\Gβ is already
contained in Gl. Hence, by attaching the connected components of
G# — Gl to Gl> we obtain a pseudo-cell decomposition of Ga. Suppose
that each Ga(cce A) has a pseudo-cell decomposition obtained in the above
manner. Then |J Ga has a pseudo-cell decomposition, where each GΛ is

a subcomplex with the decomposition just mentioned above and E is also
a subcomplex with desired properties.

Let E be a real analytic variety in Rn and let Fly •••, Fm be sub-
varieties of E. Then there exists a normalized scattered family
{(£*, ζF«, φ\ VΛ)} (αeA) such that for any α, EΛr\VΛ = EnVΛ and
3?*={E19 •••, Fm}. Hence, as a direct consequence of the above Theorem,
we have

Corollary. Let E be α real analytic variety in Rn and let F19 •••, Fm be
a finite number of subυarieties1^ of E. Then E has a pseudo-cell decomposi-
tion in such a way that each Fk (l<&<Cm) is a subcomplex.
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10) Obviously, Corollary is also true for a locally finite family of subvarieties instea4
of a finite number of subvarieties.
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